SPECIAL
F E AT U R E

MANAGE THAT
QUEUE WITH
QJUNKIE

NO
APPOIN
TM
NECESS ENT
ARY!

No time wasters please!
Get the app that optimises
time for you AND the
customer.

A

massive queue with
tutting clients loads on
the pressure and can
leave your walk-ins
walking out. QJunkie is
a fresh barber’centric
app with a 60 day free trial, after which it
only costs £28 p/m for shops with up to
10 barbers as standard. Entrepreneurial
barber and innovator Dan Champion
has spent years perfecting the app which
was born out of real barber frustration.
Dan says “My shop was getting busier. It
was great that I had more customers
but I didn’t want their time in
the chair squeezed so much
that quality suffered. The
wait times meant that some
customers just couldn’t wait
and I was keen not to lose them
to a competitor. I was also
committed to a walk-in service.
My clientele didn’t like the
idea of appointments and I
didn’t like the idea of allotting
regular time slots that might
cap my earning potential. I
created QJunkie as a real time
queue management system
that is entirely tailored to
the pace of each individual
barber. My shop has a steady
flow of customers…we are
busy every day, day in day
out. No lulls, no downtime.”
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How does it work?
QJunkie (qjunkie.co.uk) is a real time
queue management system. There’s no
contract and no hardware. The shop
owner downloads the app from iTunes
or Google Play and sets up their store
from their phone and/or tablet. They
load up their shop info, services
and prices. Each barber
downloads their app, logs in
to the shop and links their
own personal cutting time to
each service. They can add in
breaks and even choose one
of over 100 specially drawn
avatars. The client downloads
their app and registers, selects
their barber, views the queue
and adds themselves to the
queue. They show up at the time
given…happy barber, happy

“The app can be
linked to a smart TV
in the shop and clients
can add themselves to
the queue in-store on
a tablet.”

customer. Customers that don’t show are
‘Yellow Carded’, second offenders are
‘Red Carded’ on discretion. After that it’s
back to the bench and the long wait.
What are the benefits?
It’s real time so customers can see at a
glance if their barber is in and when they
are available. The app can be linked to a
smart TV in the shop and customers can
add themselves to the queue in-store on
a tablet.
Shops can pay a premium to have
their own branded app hosted by
QJunkie. There are also four advertising
opportunities on each app for barbers to
sell to local businesses.
The app maximises shop revenues
through a consistent flow of customers
and no loss of custom caused by long
wait times.
It’s stress-free busy barbering.
What to do next?
Give it a try FREE for 60 days. Just go to
www.qjunkie.co.uk and download.
For info call FREEPHONE 0800 0096080
or email info@qjunkie.co.uk

